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Answer: D 

QUESTION: 130 
Given the following CREATE DATABASE statement: 
create database v9cert on /database/dbuser using codeset utf-8 territory US restrictive 
Which of the following comments is true if the DBA wants to enable automatic storage for all 
user-created table spaces within the v9cert database? 

A. Automatic storage is enabled for this database which will have the database created in 
/database/dbuser while user table spaces will be created in dftdbpath. 
B.   Automatic storage is enabled for the database which will have the database created in 
/database/dbuser and user table spaces created in /database/dbuser. 
C. Automatic storage is enabled for the database which will have the database created in 
dftdbpath and user table spaces created in /database/dbuser. 
D. Automatic storage is not enabled for the database because multiple paths are not supplied in 
the CREATE DATABASE command. 

Answer: B 

QUESTION: 131
 
Which of the following statements about SCHEMA objects is true?
 

A.   A schema must always be associated with a user. 
B.   Triggers and sequences do not have schemas associated with them. 
C. After creating a new database, all users who successfully authenticate with the database  have 
the ability to create a new schema. 
D. If a schema is not explicitly specified in a SQL statement, the PUBLIC schema is assumed. 

Answer: C 

QUESTION: 132 
Given the following CREATE DATABASE command: create database v9cert on 
/database/dbuser using codeset utf-8 territory US restrictive Which of the following comments are 
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true? 

A.   The PUBLIC group will not be granted any privileges automatically since all privileges will be 
restricted. 
B.   The PUBLIC group will only be granted CONNECT privilege for the database automatically 
and all other privileges will be restricted. 
C. The PUBLIC group will automatically be granted SELECT access to the SYSCAT and 
SYSSTAT catalog views with all other privileges being restricted. 
D. The PUBLIC group will automatically be granted privileges such as CONNECT and SELECT 
for catalog views as well as USE privilege on USERSPACE1 with all other privileges being 
restricted. 

Answer: A 

QUESTION: 133 
Based on the following DDL that was executed in a database with a default configuration: 
CREATE REGULAR TABLESPACE TS_NAME1 IN DATABASE PARTITION GROUP 
IBMDEFAULTGROUP
                       PAGESIZE 4096 

MANAGED BY SYSTEM 
USING ( <container 1>, <container 2>, <container 3> )

                       EXTENTSIZE 32
                       PREFETCHSIZE 96 

BUFFERPOOL IBMDEFAULTBP 
How much space does DB2 allocate when all existing pages in the table space are full? 

A.  4 kilobytes 
B.  32 kilobytes 
C. 96 kilobytes 
D. 128 kilobytes 

Answer: D 

QUESTION: 134 
Which of the following utilities or commands can be used to estimate the space that will be saved 
if a table is compressed? 

A.  db2pd 
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B.   inspect 
C. reorgchk 
D. runstats 

Answer: B 

QUESTION: 135 
Which of the following is the correct command for obtaining detailed information about a table 
space, including its current status? 

A.   select * from syscat.tablespaces 
B. get snapshot for tablespaces on sample 
C. list tablespace containers show detail 
D. get snapshot for tablespace containers on sample 

Answer: B 

QUESTION: 136
 
Which of the following statements is NOT true regarding XML indexing in DB2 9?
 

A.   XML indexes cannot contain relational data columns. 
B.   Unique XML indexes can be created by combining multiple columns. 
C.   DB2 might generate multiple index keys when it inserts values for a single document into the 
index. 
D. An index over XML data can be used to improve the efficiency of queries on XML documents 
that are stored in an XML column. 

Answer: A 

QUESTION: 137 
How can a DMS table space be created in a database such that as more data is stored in it, it can 
automatically expand beyond its original file storage definition? 

A.  By using RESIZE YES in the CREATE TABLESPACE statement 
B.   By using AUTORESIZE YES in the CREATE TABLESPACE statement 
C. Only SMS table spaces can dynamically expand based on its underlying file system 
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D. This feature is turned on automatically for DMS table spaces and can be disabled by RESIZE 
NO by the ALTER TABLESPACE statement 

Answer: B 

QUESTION: 138
 
Which of the following is true for a DB2 Global Temporary Table (GTT)?
 

A.   GTT resides in system temporary tablespace. 
B.   GTT cannot have a user defined partitioning key. 
C. GTT is visible by all users connected to a database. 
D. Indexes can be created and runstats can be performed on GTT. 

Answer: D 
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